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ABSTRACT: Modeling the interaction of vehicles during certain traffic situations is the starting point for creating 
autonomous driving. Data collected from field trials where test subjects drive through a single-vehicle intersection was used 
to create behavioral models. The present work describes two implementations of models based on the dynamical systems 
approach and compares similarities and differences between them. The proposed models are designed to closely replicate the 
behavior selection in the intersection crossing experiment. 
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1. Introduction 

The interaction of vehicles in roads can be studied 
independently from their drivers. The behavior of a vehicle will, 
of course, be no more than a simplified reflection of the driver’s 
behavior. However, this simplification allows us to focus on 
fewer variables for modeling and ultimately controlling a vehicle 
interaction with the environment in specific scenarios.  

Dynamic Field Theory (DFT) is the mathematical 
framework used in this project as the core for this type of 
modeling due to its elegant description of cognitive processes. 
DFT is based on the concepts of dynamical systems and inspired 
by findings in neurophysiology (1). The result of activating this 
type of network is a continuously adaptive system that responds 
dynamically to any change from external stimulus. This implicit 
combination of nonlinear dynamical systems and neuroscience 
provides a solid tool for modeling behavioral paradigms and a 
flexible approach for considering a vehicle as an autonomous 
agent.  

Active safety functions such as adaptive cruise control and 
collision avoidance are typically enabled by fused proximity 
sensor signals creating situation awareness that allows safe 
maneuvering. In a future scenario with automated driving where 
vehicles completely handle all traffic situations on their own we 
foresee significant increase in intelligence within the situation 
awareness. From currently only being able to react on the current 
situation, to also be able to make interpretations of the current 
behavior and predictions about the future behavior of the road 
users in the surrounding traffic. In this work we make an attempt 
to model vehicle behavior with neural dynamics using data 
captured from vehicles driving in a common traffic scenario.  

This study is divided in two main categories that originate 
from a single scenario, i.e. two vehicles meet at an intersection 
with space for only one of them to cross it, Fig. 1. Each of these 
agents must take the decision about which one drives first through 
the intersection and which one waits for its turn. A first model 
assumes that vehicles cannot communicate to each other and their 
behavior is solely dependent on sensors providing information 
about their relative position to each other and to the center of the 
crossing. A second model is created assuming vehicle 
communication and both agents working as a single coupled 
dynamic system. At the same time, this work will be described in 

terms of the ritualized social rules observed when participants 
meet at a crossroad or intersection: continuity, competition and 
positioning (2).   

Fig. 1  A picture of our study scenario, two vehicles meet at an 
intersection where one must wait for the other to cross. 

 
Data from GPS sensors mounted on two different 

vehicles was collected throughout several trials to study 
their average behavior for this scenario. Once the data is 
post-processed and synchronized it is possible to design a 
dynamic neural model of behavior activation with time as 
the main design variable. The goal is to create an 
autonomous behavior as similar as possible in time as to the 
behavior of a vehicle controlled by a human user and 
observed from the GPS data.  

Noise was also introduced in the system with a dual 
purpose. On the one hand, noise accounts for the nature of 
sensors and readings from a real environment. On the other 
hand, noise is a desired component in neural dynamics 
since it helps the decision-making process when 
competition is close. 

The article is divided in three main sections: first, section 2 
describes the origin of the data where our models are compared to 
and a brief explanation of the mathematical framework used for 
creating our models of vehicle interaction; section 3 shows the 
results obtained from the design and implementation of our two 
models; and finally section 4 discusses the results of this project 
and describe future work. 
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Fig. 2  Left, plotting the gps data of all vehicles. Right, a 

simulation of the behavior activation. 
 

2. Modeling 

2.1. Data description 
 
The data was collected during a controlled field trial in the city 
environment at test track Astazero in Sweden. The purpose of the 
test was to study how an external interface [REF AVIP?] could 
make it easier for road users to interpret the intent of an 
autonomous vehicle in a meeting on a narrow road where only 
one vehicle could pass. 30 drivers were invited to experience 
narrow road encounters. The vehicles they met were a car and a 
truck. Vehicle #2 (car) shifted between three conditions: manual, 
AD: automated without intent communication interface, and 
AVIP: automated with intent communication interface. Vehicle 
#3 (truck) shifted between two conditions: manual and AVIP  
(AD was omitted due to no difference could be noticed between 
manual and AD since the truck driver could not be seen from the 
position of the test pin Vehicle #1). Each test participant 
experienced the conditions in a randomized order when 
approaching the narrow road (Fig 1.). The other test vehicle 
mirrored the test participants behavior to create a negotiation 
situation, but always gave the test participant the possibility to 
pass first. If the test participant waited, the other test vehicles (car 
or truck) passed first.  
 
To emulate autonomous driving, a Wizard of Oz (WOZ) 
technique was applied. WOZ is a well-established approach for 
evaluating user interfaces in various domains, from robotics (3) to 
mobile applications (Carter, Mankoff, 2005) and automotive 
industry (4). It is based on the idea of simulating a fully working 
technical system by a human operator – a wizard (5). To create the 
WOZ setup for our study, a dummy steering wheel was installed 
in a right-hand steered vehicle (a Volvo V40) and the real steering 
wheel was hidden from pedestrians’ sight. This way, it appeared 
to be a standard left-hand steered vehicle seen from the 
pedestrian’s perspective. When the vehicle was operating in the 
manual mode, the fake driver on the left-hand side interacted with 
the pedestrians and seemingly drove the vehicle. When the 
vehicle was driven in the automated mode corresponding to 
SAE’s automation level 4 (6), the fake driver on the left-hand side 
was reading a newspaper. The test participants were accompanied 
by a test leader who evaluated their situation understanding by 
asking the participants to rate how clear it was who would drive 
first, on a seven grade rating scale. They were also asked 
questions about their general experience of encountering an 
automated vehicle. 
 
 

 
 
 
2.2. Neural Dynamics 

 
The interaction of an agent with a structured environment over 

time generates patterns of behavior. The study of the temporal 
evolution of behavior is called behavioral dynamics. There are 
two main behaviors that are of interest for us in this project: stop 
and go. The activity of each node in the following models will be 
used to take a decision whether a vehicle is allowed to continue 
through the intersection or if it should stop and wait. This system 
can be seen as a competition between two agents where the 
winner is allowed to go and the loser has to stop. 

In behavioral dynamics, actions based on sensory information 
create a continuous link between sensing and acting. In an 
application like the one studied in this project, it is very important 
to have this continuous flow of information from the environment 
in order to generate the correct and immediate action or actions. 
Any agent, or in our case any vehicle, controlled by a rule-based 
system suffers from what we can call blind spots in time where 
actions need to be kept on hold until the rule has been evaluated. 
This “pauses” in decision making could lead to wrong and even 
dangerous situations if an autonomous vehicle is not allowed to 
modify its behavior in continuous time.  

A continuous evaluation of sensory information producing a 
dynamic process in action selection starts with the right definition 
of variables on continuous dimensions. Once those variables have 
been defined it could be possible to find the solutions for that 
dynamical system which in turn generate behavior over time. A 
behavior is represented as a region in state space toward which 
trajectories converge, an attractor. In the same way, those 
behaviors to be avoided are represented from regions in state 
space from which trajectories diverge, repellers.  

 
 

2.2.1.  Model I 
The first model was designed to represent the same elements 

that existed in the original setup when the data was collected. The 
input into each node is given by the speed of each of the vehicles 
arriving the intersection, Fig. (3). Input Ii is set to zero when the 
output of the competing node becomes active, i.e. the output of 
the sigmoidal function is greater than zero. This inhibitory 
mechanism represents the visual cue given by observing the other 
vehicle move first towards the intersection. The strength of the 
self-excitatory contribution is given by constant c+ and controls 
how stable the “go” behavior is for each vehicle. The dynamics of 
this system is given by Eq (1). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3  Diagram of the neural dynamics used for model I. 
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�   (1) 
 

0,	 when 0.02, 
7,	 otherwise 

 
1

1
  (2) 

 
 
2.2.2. Model II 

This second model assumes that the vehicles approaching the 
intersection are able to communicate to each other. In this 
competition scenario the winner sends an inhibitory signal to the 
loser through the communication channel. The inhibitory signal is 
no longer a discrete value cancelling the input as in the previous 
model but a continuous value part of the behavioral dynamical 
system, Fig (4). The strength of this inhibitory signal is given by 
cij and represents the information going from node vj into node vi, 
Eq. (3). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4  Diagram of the neural dynamics used for model II. 
 

�   (3) 
 

 
 

3. Results 

The data to be modeled was that of testing trials since the 
driving behaviors during training trials were considered to be 
affected by the instructions given to the participants. Figure (5) 
shows five different trials for a single subject. Arrows were added 
in the behavioral dynamics (bottom plot) to mark the moment 
when a decision has been made and a new behavior is chosen. 
The arrows are extended into the speed profiles (top plot) to 
compare the difference in speeds of the vehicles at the 
intersection. As mentioned in the description of the experiment, 
test subjects were given vehicle #1 whereas vehicles #2 and #3 
were instructed to arrive at the crossing at approximately same 
time, but the test subjects were always given the opportunity to 
drive first. 

 
 

 
Fig. 5.  Speed profiles and behavior dynamics of a single 

subject during 5 different trials. 
 

As explained in the previous section, model I does not 
consider any type of vehicle to vehicle communication other than 
those visual cues that each driver is able to recognize at the 
intersection. This constraint was hardcoded as a conditional rule 
that sets all stimuli coming into the vehicles that need to stop to 
zero, Fig. 6. The intra-vehicle communication assumed in model 
II, on the other hand, allows us to implement a complete 
dynamical system that inhibits continuously the external input 
coming When comparing the behavior activation of both models 
(bottom plot of each figure) it is possible to see that the main 
difference is how the inhibited behaviors change from forcing the 
sub-threshold dynamics back to their resting level in model I 
whereas in model II it is possible to see a more continuous and 
adaptive sub-threshold dynamics, Fig. 7. This difference in the 
sub-threshold dynamics does not influence the above-zero 
dynamics of the vehicle crossing the intersection, as it can be seen 
in both figures, at least not when studying the “manual” 
configuration of this experiment. 

 
 

Fig. 6.  Behavior dynamics in a “manual” setup for model I. 
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Fig. 7.  Behavior dynamics in a “manual” setup for model II. 

 
As mentioned earlier, during the different trials the test 

participants were given the preference to drive through the 
intersection first but there were a few occasions when minor 
differences in speed, position or orientation made them wait for 
the other vehicles to drive first. These few cases help us to 
understand the main disadvantage of forcing the stimuli of a 
dynamical system to zero and the importance of including all 
variables as components of the same behavioral dynamics model 
working in continuous time and space.  

Figure 8 shows one of this few cases when the test participant 
decided in the end to wait for the other vehicle to drive first. Both 
vehicles reach the threshold level at approximately the same time 
but, at least for this specific trial, the test participant allowed the 
other vehicle to drive first and model I decided to inhibit that 
activation (Fig. 8, left). Model II, on the other hand, considers the 
stimulus as part of the behavioral dynamics and, even though the 
activity of the vehicles is similar all the time, those small 
differences remain active until the last moment when the final 
activation takes place (Fig. 8, right). 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Comparison of behavior activation between models. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Discussion 

The behavioral models created for this application used, 
as reference for their validation, GPS data collected from 
three different vehicles crossing an intersection. Position 
and speed are important sources of information but others 
such as vehicle orientation and steering angles would be as 
important to complement and guarantee a correct decision 
making in this kind of applications. This data gave us 
enough information to show the advantages of vehicle to 
vehicle communication when using dynamic models for 
implementations of decision making algorithms in future 
applications of autonomous vehicles.  

The main difference between the two proposed models is the 
way stimulus is included in the dynamics of each interaction. In 
model I, stimulus is an independent variable which is artificially 
set to zero when the behavior of go on the other vehicle becomes 
activated. At that moment no other stimulus will have any effect 
on the decision making process. On the contrary, in model II all 
stimuli are continuously affecting the dynamics of the interaction 
since they are considered as part of the dynamical system. Figure 
8 shows one case of a wrong decision making when shutting 
down the stimulus of one vehicle too early in the interaction. 
Having vehicle to vehicle communication gives us the possibility 
of implementing a complete dynamical system where the stimulus 
affects the decision making process before, during and after the 
behavior activation. 

5. Conclusion 

In this project, we introduce a neural dynamics model for 
decision making in a scenario where vehicles meet at 
intersections. We have reduced the number of behavioral 
variables to study by changing the focus from the driver to the 
actual vehicle seeing it as an autonomous agent by itself. The 
outcome of this study is two models that differ in the “cognitive” 
interpretation of their decision process. One of the models 
represent each vehicle as a completely independent agent taking 
decisions by interacting with the environment alone. Whereas the 
other model represents vehicles as part of a single “brain”, a 
dynamically coupled system that activates a decision-making 
process in the same way neurons go through the excitation-
inhibition process in a human brain. 

One of the advantages of using a neural model, and a 
mathematical framework such as DFT, is the possibility of 
creating more complex and efficient behavioral models, thus 
supporting improved situation awareness. Processes such as short- 
and long-term memories, which are intrinsic components of these 
neural models, could be valuable in other scenarios such as lane 
changing and overtaking, when low speed maneuvering is needed 
at pedestrian crossings or at parking areas to be able to adapt to 
local behavior. 

The work presented in this article considers only information 
from GPS sensors and no vehicle to vehicle communication. 
Future work will try to collect other sources of information such 
as steering angles to help design a more accurate model of this 
kind of dynamical systems. 
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